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Poetry

Short rhyming poems

Proverbs

Carefully selected proverbs from Africa

Literature

Excerpts from tales by Beatrix Potter

Quotations

From Abraham Lincoln and Queen Elizabeth II

Practise

Write the names of the seasons, continents, 

countries, capital cities and more. 
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Exercises are designed to take an average of 10 minutes.

They vary in length to provide variety of challenge. 

For personal use only within a single household. Not to be sent electronically.  
Contact: feedback@copyworkcave.com 

Compiled by Amanda Goodchild using texts in the public domain. 
This collection is the intellectual property of Amanda Goodchild. 

 

This collection contains 12 weeks - 5 exercises per week:
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In this collection you will copy some famous quotes from

Abraham Lincoln. Mr Lincoln was the 16th president of the

United States of America, from 1861 until he was assassinated

in 1865. He was president during the American Civil War.

Helen Beatrix Potter was a writer and illustrator of children's

books, born in 1866 in England. She is most famous for

writing the The Tale of Peter Rabbit and creating many

lovable characters including Benjamin Bunny, Jemima

Puddleduck and Mrs Tiggywinkle. 

Writer Spotlight

Abraham Lincoln

Beatrix Potter

Queen Elizabeth II

Queen Elizabeth is the United Kingdom's longest reigning

monarch. She was born in 1926 and became queen in 1952.

She was educated at home and never went to school. 

P.S Anon stands for  'anonymous', which means, we don't know
who wrote it.



I’m glad the sky is painted blue

And the earth is painted green,

With such a lot of nice fresh air

All sandwiched in between.

Knowledge without wisdom is like water in the sand. - Guinean proverb
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Week 1

Exercise One - Poetry
I'm Glad
Anon

Exercise Two - Proverbs
African 

The fool speaks, the wise man listens. - Ethiopian proverb

Week 1

SAMPLE



We have a little garden, 

A garden of our own,

And every day we water there,

The seeds that we have sown.
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Week 1

Exercise Three - Literature
Beatrix Potter

Exercise Four - Quotation
Abraham Lincoln

“And in the end it is not the years in your life that

count, it’s the life in your years.”
SAMPLE
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Exercise Five - Practise 

Practise writing your full name and address:

My name:

My address:

Week 1

(Parents - please complete as appropriate.)

SAMPLE



A violet by a mossy stone,

Half hidden from the eye,

Fair as a star, when only one

Is shining in the sky.
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Week 2

Exercise One - Poetry

The Violet
By William Wordsworth

Exercise Two - Proverbs

African

If you are filled with pride, then you will have no room for wisdom. 

Week 2

If you close your eyes to facts, you will learn through accidents. 

SAMPLE



We love our little garden, 

And tend it with such care,

You will not find a faded leaf

Or blighted blossom there.
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Week 2

Exercise Three - Literature
Beatrix Potter

Exercise Four - Quotations
Abraham Lincoln

“We can complain because rose bushes have thorns,

or rejoice because thorn bushes have roses.”SAMPLE
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Exercise Five - Practise 

Practise writing your telephone number.

My home telephone number is:

Week 2

My mom / dad's mobile number is: 

My mom / dad's mobile number is: 

Practise writing the names of the seasons.

I like spring.

It is warm in summer.

The leaves fall in the fall.

It is cold in winter.

(Parents - please complete as appropriate).

SAMPLE



Week 3

Where there are experts there will be no lack of learners. - Swahili Proverb

Small service is true service while it lasts:

Of humblest friends, bright creature! scorn not one:

The daisy, by the shadow that it casts,

Protects the lingering dewdrop from the sun.
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Exercise One - Poetry
To a Child
William Wordsworth

Exercise Two - Proverbs
African

What you help a child to love can be more important than

what you help him to learn. 

Week 3

SAMPLE



Mrs. Tabitha dressed Moppet and Mittens in clean pinafores and tuckers;

and then she took all sorts of elegant uncomfortable clothes out of a

chest of drawers, in order to dress up her son Thomas.  
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Week 3

Exercise Three - Literature
Beatrix Potter

Exercise Four - Quotation
Abraham Lincoln

“You cannot escape the responsibility

of tomorrow by evading it today.”

The Tale of Tom Kitten

SAMPLE
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Exercise Five - Practise 

Practise writing the days of the week in your best handwriting.

Week 3

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

SAMPLE



Rain, rain, go away,

Come again some other day.

Rain, rain, go to Spain,

Never show your face again.

When there is peace in the country, the chief does not carry a

shield. - Ugandan proverb
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Week 4Exercise One - Poetry
Rain Rain Go Away
Anon

Exercise Two - Proverbs
African

Week 4

If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together. 

SAMPLE



“Character is like a tree and reputation its shadow. 

The shadow is what we think it is and the tree is the

real thing.”

He was all in pieces when he reached the top of the

wall. Moppet and Mittens tried to pull him together; his

hat fell off, and the rest of his buttons burst. 
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Week 4Exercise Three - Literature
The Tale of Tom Kitten

Exercise Four - Quotation
Abraham Lincoln

SAMPLE
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Exercise Five - Practise 

Practise writing the months of the year.

Week 4

January February

April

June

March

July August

May

September October

November DecemberSAMPLE


